Expanded Plan using HO UNITRA
CK WGH Plan Set
UNITRACK

This plan expands our #3-103 HO UNITRACK WGH Plan Set into an even more exciting layout.
With two passing sidings, short spur track and inside branchlines, there’s plenty of room for freight
operations.
When viewed on your monitor or if using a color printer, the green shaded sections are from the
#3-103 set. The gray shaded sections must be purchased separately. The overall minimum dimensions
of the table are 1200mm X 2700mm (approximately 47-1/4” X 106-1/2”).
Point A indicates location of #2-151 Feeder
Track (included in #3-103 set). Points B and
C indicate location of #24-818 Terminal
Unijoiners. All three power feeds can be
plugged into a #24-827 3-Way Extension Cord
for simplified connection to your power pack.
(Terminal Unijoiners, 3-Wat Extension Cord
and power pack all sold separately.) The layout
can be operated on standard DC power or
under DCC (Digital Command Control).

Materials Required:
(1) #3-103 HO UNITRACK WGH Plan Set
(4) #2-150 246mm Straight Track
(4) #2-140 123mm Straight Track
(4) #2-260 R490-22.5 Curved Track
(2) #2-170 109mm Bumper Track
(1) #2-840 Manual Turnout Left
(3) #2-841 Manual Turnout Right
(2) #24-818 Terminal Unijoiner
(1) #24-827 3-Way Extension Cord
Layout size as drawn above: 1144mm X 2565mm
Table size as drawn above: 1200mm X 2700mm

This layout could easily be expanded to a double mainline, using our #2-210 21-5/8” radius curved track
outside of the curves drawn above and relocating the passing siding at “top” of plan to the outside oval. A
246mm straight would replace the turnout at each end of passing siding when siding is shifted to new outer
loop. Additional straight track and Feeder Track would also be required to assemble outside oval. Table width
would need to be increased to at least 5’ to accommodate this larger layout.
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